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Abstract
Skin cancer is the most prevalent cancer in the US and the only cancer in which prevalence has
been increasing annually for decades. Exposure to ultraviolet (UV) radiation is the most
preventable risk factor. The International Agency for Research on Cancer has classified UV
radiation from tanning beds as a Group 1 carcinogen, along with tobacco and arsenic; yet 14% of
young women have used tanning beds in the past year. Indoor tanning interventions developed in
the research literature have had poor reach because unlike people with other cancer risk factors
(e.g., smoking, obesity) tanners do not seek help to quit tanning and are resistant to anti-tanning
messages. A major intervention challenge is how to expose tanners to health messaging that
would appeal to them. Social media may be a way to communicate health messages to tanners as
well as parents of minors who tan, given that indoor tanning requires parental permission in most
states. In this talk, a series of studies will be presented on 1) the social media habits of young
women who tan indoors; 2) a content analysis of tweets using terms “tanning salon” or “tanning
bed” on Twitter; 3) the proportion of tanning-related tweets that are made by tanners versus
public health organizations, 4) the prevalence of reports of indoor tanning burns and injuries on
Twitter, and 5) the acceptability of social media as platform for parents of teenage daughters to
receive health messages. Findings revealed that young women who engage in indoor tanning are
heavier users of social media relative to their peers who do not tan, indoor tanners can be easily
identified on Twitter (465 tanners/day identified with 2 search terms), very few public health
messages were observed among tanning-related tweets, many tweets were found to be reports of
burns and injuries incurred from indoor tanning, and parents of teens are amenable to receiving
health education via social media. The design and methods of two intervention approaches
leveraging social media, one targeting young adults who tan, and another targeting parents of
teenage girls, will be discussed.
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